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ABSTRACT 
We consider some approximation problems in the linear space of complex 
matrices with respect to unit&y invariant norms. We deal with special cases of 
approximation of a matrix by zero-trace matrices. Moreover, some characterizations of 
zero-trace matrices are given by means of matrix approximation problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = [ajj] E gnXtl be a complex matrix. The trace of A is equal to 
tr( A) = c ail. 
i 
It is well known that tr( A) = 0 if and only if A is a commutator, that is, 
A = XY - YX for some matrices X and Y. In this paper we consider some 
approximation problems, involving zero-trace matrices, with respect to an 
arbitrary unitarily invariant norm 1) * 11. A norm jI.I) is unitarily invariant if 
I[UA(I = \IAVII = 11 AlI for all unitary matrices U and V. The most popular 
unitarily invariant norms are the cP-norms I( . IIT,. Let $A) denote the jth 
singular value of A. We assume that singular values are ordered decreasingly: 
a,( A) > ... 2 cq,( A) > 0. 
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The cp-norm (1 All, 
[a,(A),..., 
is equal to the Z,-norm of the vector a(A) = 
o”( AlIT. For p = CC we have the spectral norm, for p = 1 the 
trace norm. 
We now formulate two approximation problems involving zero-trace 
matrices. 
PROBLEM I. Let _‘YY denote the set of all zero-trace matrices of order 7~. 
Show that for every unitarily invariant norm 
(1) 
where I] . I(* denotes the dual norm to the norm I] + 11, and describe all X E _.Y 
satisfying (1). 
PROBLEM II. Prove that if tr(B) = 0, then for every unitarily invariant 
norm 
y(B) = ;mEili III + &II = IIIII, (2) 
and investigate when (2) implies tr( B) = 0. 
In the problem (2) we approximate Z by elements from the linear 
subspace span(B). For this particular case the approximation error is equal to 
the norm of the matrix which is approximated, i.e., the zero matrix is an 
approximation. We will show that if A = Z then the zero matrix is also a 
solution of the problem (1). 
The problems (1) and (2) were considered by Kittaneh [4, 51 for the 
cp-norms. Namely, he has proven that for the cp-norm, p(A) = ]tr( A)l/n’/” 
whenever l/p + l/q = 1. The result of Kittaneh for the problem (2) can be 
stated as follows. Let B be a complex matrix of order 72 and let 1 B p < 03. 
Then B has zero trace if and only if /]I + zBJ], 2 ni/P for all complex 
numbers .z. Kittaneh has given an example that this is not true for the 
spectral norm ]I * Ilm. We explain this failure below. 
The purpose of this paper is a generalization of the results known for 
Problems I and II to the case of arbitrary unitarily invariant norms. More- 
over, we describe all solutions of the problem (1). Some conditions concem- 
ing uniqueness of the solutions are also given. As a consequence of the 
results, presented in the paper, a new characterization of Z is given by 
means of a matrix approximation problem. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF APPROXIMATIONS OF MATRICES 
Let us consider gnx n as a normed linear space over the complex field E’ 
endowed with an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm II.)). This linear space has 
dimension n2. However, we will use some standard results from convex 
analysis of real linear spaces to investigate the properties of the solutions of 
Problems I and II. In this situation it is better to interpret ‘2~” ” as a real 
linear normed space in the following way. We write A E %?“’ ” in the form 
A = A, + iA, where A, and A, are real, i = J-1. Then $5”“’ can be 
identified with a real linear space of real matrices with the block form 
[A,, A,]. Hence the dimension of F’x” over the real field 9 is equal to 
2n2. In the linear space gnXn over g, the usual inner product is defined bv 
tr( B HA) ; 
but in ‘x??“~” over 9 we take the following inner product: 
Retr(BHA) = tr([B,, B,]‘[A,, A,]) = tr(BFA, + BrA,). 
Let J% be a linear subspace of complex matrices over $5’. We approximate 
a complex matrix A = A, + iA, by matrices from .& with respect to an 
arbitrary unitarily invariant norm II . I): 
6(A) = mirllA - Xii. (3) 
Let & over @? have the dimension m, and let _M be spanned by matrices 
Aj = Alj + iAzj, where Alj and Azj are real, j = 1,. . . , m. Then the 
problem (3) can be written as 
= min 
+,, l/,69 11 Al + iAz - C x_i( A,j + iAq,) - C yj( -Azj + iA,,)ll. .i .i 
This can be interpreted as an approximation of the real matrix [A,, A,] by 
matrices from the real linear subspace 
A9 = span{[ A,,, A,,],[-&,, A,,],..., bL,v Ad hLw A,,,]} 
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with respect to the norm which for [A,, A,] is equal to the unitary invariant 
norm of A = A, + iA,. Therefore, in order to obtain a characterization of 
solutions of (31, we apply the standard results from convex analysis to 
[A,, A,] and the subspace Ms. For this purpose we need the orthogonal 
complement Mi and the subdifferential allXl1. The definition of the 
subdifferential is given in Rockafellar [8]. Some properties of the subdifferen- 
tials of unitarily invariant norms will be recalled later. 
The orthogonal complement of .H9 is the set of all real matrices [F,, Fa] 
such that for every j we have 
These conditions are equivalent to 
tr(( F, + iF,)H( A,, + iAPj)) = 0 (j = l,...,m). 
Let 
“4%l= {FE wxn: tr(FHX) = Oforall XEM}. 
Then F=F,+iF,E.&’ if and only if [ F,, F,] E_&& . Similar considera- 
tions imply that the subdifferential of the norm of [A,, A,] is equivalent to 
the subdifferential of 1) A, + iA,II. 
Using standard results in convex analysis of real linear spaces to the 
subspace A9 and [A,, A,], we obtain the following characterization of 
solutions of the problem (3) ( compare Watson [12], Zigtak [15] for a case of 
approximation in 9Px “). 
COROLLARY 1. A complex matrix x’ E./% solves (3) if and only $ there 
exists a matrix F such that 
F E d//A - 211, FE/ST’. (4) 
Let 11. II be an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm. The subdifferential of 
11 Xl] is equal to 
dllXl/ = {Y: Re tr(YHX) = IIXII, IIY II* < I}. (5) 
A matrix Y E dll X II is called the subgradient of 11 Xl]. If X f 0 then 
1IY I]* = 1 in (5). 
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We now can specialize the conditions (4). Namely, X is a solution of the 
problem (3) if and only if there exists a matrix F such that 
Retr(FH(A-X)) =l\A--211, ljFl\* = 1, F E/H’ . (6) 
Of course, Re tr(FH(A - 2)) = Re tr(FHA) and tr(FHX) = 0 for all 
X EA. Therefore in Corollary 1 we can choose a common matrix F for all 
solutions of (3). Moreover, we have 
’ (A-2) E dllFII*, 
IIA - 211 
by properties of the subdifferential (see below). This implies the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. There exists F E.A ’ , II F(I* = 1, such that every .solution 
x’ of (3) has the form 
X=A-S(A)G (7) 
for appropriate G E dl(FII*. Zf the subgradient of IIFIJ* is unique, then the 
problem (3) has a unique solution. 
REMARKS. In the ge_neral case not every G E dJIFIJ* in (7) gives a 
solution of (3), because X has to belong to &. However, in the next section 
we show that for Problem I every G determines the solution. 
It is a well-known result of von Neumann [S] that there is a correspon 
dence between unitarily invariant norms and the symmetric gauge functions 
g (see for example Horn and Johnson [3], Stewart and Sun [lo]). Let 11. ]lK be 
the unitarily invariant norm associated with the symmetric gauge function g. 
Then 11X11, = g(g(X)). Let X h ave the following singular-value decomposi- 
tion (SVD): 
x = UZVH, (6) 
where U and V are unitary matrices and Z = diag(a;(X)) is diagonal. As 
before, we assume the singular values are ordered decreasingly. The dual 
norm 11. IIs to ]I* (lg is given by (see Stewart and Sun [lo, pp. 57, 781) 
llXll*, = ,,r;axl ltr(YHX)l = max Re tr(YHX) = IlXlI,* = g*( a( X)), 
a< IIY HP< 1 
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where g* denotes the polar to g, 
g*(x) = max 
1/E.P, g(y)<1 
yr~. 
We recall that the cq-norm is dual to the cp-norm with p and q satisfying 
l/p + l/q = 1. 
Let I] * I( be an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm, and let y(X; I] * 11) 
denote the set of all matrices Y for which we have [see (9)] 
Then 
I/XII* = Re tr(YHX), IIYII = 1. (10) 
dlIXII = q x; II. II*). 
The matrix Y E V( X; I] * II) is called the I] - II-dual matrix to X (see de Si [9], 
Zistak [14-161). We recall that (I] * II*)* = II * )I. 
The relations (9) imply that for matrices Y satisfying (10) we have 
Imtr(YHX) = 0. (II) 
Therefore (X f 0) 
if Y E d]]X]I* then tr(YHX) = /IX]]*, ]IYII = 1. (12) 
It is lmown that (see de SL [9], ZGtak [16]; for the case of real matrices 
see Watson [ll, 121, Zietak [14]) 
allXl[, = (UDVH: X = UxVH is any SVD of X), 
where D = diag<dj> with diagonal elements d,, . . . , d, formed by the com- 
ponents of the vector d being a subgradient of g(o(X)), d E &g(c+(X)>). 
If the norm (1. I] is strictly convex, then the subdifferential contains exactly 
one matrix. The cP-norm for 1 < p < m is strictly convex. However, the 
spectral and trace norms are not strictly convex (see for example Zietak [14]). 
We now recall the forms of matrices from d/IX IIP for p = 1 and p = m 
(see de SL [9], Watson [ll], Zietak [14, 161; for the case p = 00 compare 
Berens and Finzel [l]). Let X have the SVD (S), and let s be the number of 
singular values of X equal to (+i( X I. A matrix Y E d I] X Ilm if and only if Y 
has the form 
Y=Ui p, 
[ I (13) 
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where S is a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix of order s, I] SIJr = 1. The 
subgradient of 11 X ( Im is unique if and only if o,(X) > a,(X) (see Zigtak 
[ISI). 
Every matrix Y in d I] X 111 has the form 
Y = L’ 1, 0 
[ 1 0 z 
vti, (14) 
where Z is arbitrary matrix, ]]Z]l= < 1, and I, is the identity matrix of order 
r = rank X. The subgradient of II XI] I is unique if and only if X is of full 
rank (see Zietak [I5]). 
Let II] . 111 k denote the Ky Fan k-norm 
IlIXlllk = 5 a,(X) 
It is a well-known result of Ky Fan that the following statements are 
equivalent (see for example Stewart and Sun [lo, p. 861) 
(1 <k < n). 
(i) ]]Xll < IIY I] for every unitarily invariant norm II . /(, 
(ii) Ill X Ill k < Ill Y Ill k for k = 1,. . . , IL 
This property is very useful for example when we prove that some matrix is 
an approximation to a given matrix with respect to every unitarily invariant 
norm. We will have such situations in the next sections. 
Let gk be the symmetric gauge function corresponding to II] . (/I i( (x = 
Ix,, . . . , r,lT> 
Then (see Horn and Johnson [3, p. 2141) 
g:(x) = max 
( 
; IlXlI1~ llxllm], 
where ]I. II1 and 1) * Ilm denote the usual E,- and I,-norms of a vector. Hence 
IIIXIIIZ = max 
i 
; IlXIIl, IIXIL . 
I (15) 
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3. PROBLEM I 
We now prove a characterization of all solutions of (3) for J an arbitrary 
linear subspace of gnX” of dimension n2 - 1 over % (compare Zigtak [13]; 
for the spectral norm see also the example in Zietak [15]). 
THEOREM 1. Let J? be a linear subspace of Wx n over %? endowed 
with an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm I( - (1. Let .H have dimension 
n2 - 1, and let X ’ = span(E). Then x’ is a solution of (3) q and only if2 
has the form 
where 
z=A-UC, 
v = tr( EHA)/IIEll* 
(16) 
and G E d I I E II*. Moreover, we have 
6(A) = 1~1. 
Proof. Let x’ have the form (16). Then 
tr(EHX) = tr(EHA) - 
tr( EHA) tr( EHG) 
lIEI]* ’ 
Since G E dllEll*, we have [see (11) and (12>l 
tr( EHG) = IIEll*, IIGII = 1. 
Thus X E span{E} ’ =,@ and (]A - Xl] = (VI. Therefore XC&. We now 
verify that I VI = 6(A). By the properties of the dual norm I] * II* we have for 
every X Ed [see (9>] 
IlA - XII a 
]tr( EHA)I 
, lEl l* = Iv1 = ]]A -Xl]. 
Therefore X determined as in (16) is a solution of (3), and 6(A) = ) v(; this 
completes the first part of the proof. 
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Let now X be a solution of (3). Then there exists a matrix F such that 
# ’ = span{ F} and x’ has the form (7) for some G E d, 11 F((*. Therefore 
0 = tr( FHX) = tr( FHA) - 6( A) tr( FHG). 
Thus 6(A) = tr(F_HA)/]IF]I* b ecause tr(FHG) = IIF]]* = 1 [see (lo)-(12)] 
and consequently X has the form (16). This completes the proof. ??
Theorem 1 means that every G E dll El(* determines a solution of (3). 
This is a consequence of the assumption dim J% = n2 - 1. A matrix A has a 
unique approximation by elements from J? if and only if the subgradient of 
1) E I I* is unique. 
We now consider Problem 1. The set _%? of all zero-trace matrices is a 
linear subspace over S!? of dimension n2 - 1. Therefore Problem I is a 
particular case of the problem considered in Theorem I. We now prove that 
(1) holds for every unitarily invariant norm. For the cr,-norm it was done by 
Kittaneh [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let 3 be the set of all zero-trace matrices of order n, and 
let (I*I) be an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm. Then (1) holds, and 
i=A- tr( A) -1 
n (17) 
is the approximation to A by zero-trace matrices. 
Proof The first part of the theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 
I. Namely, Z’ = span{Z}. Therefore p(A) = Itr( A)]/l]Zl]*. Thus we have 
proven (1). 
We now show that the matrix (17) is a solution of Problem I for every 
unitarily invariant norm. For this purpose we apply the Ky Fan k-norms 
III . Ill k, 1 < k Q n. Let x’ be determined as in (17). Then X E 3 and 
111 A - i 111 k = y lllzlllk = s = IdA), 
k 
because \lZjl~ = n/k [see (15)]. Thus X IS a solution of Problem I for the Ky 
Fan k-norms. Therefore for every X EZ we have 
111 A - x 111 k 2 111 A - 2 111 k (1 < k < n). 
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By the result of Ky Fan [see (i) and (ii) in Section 21 2 is a solution of (1) for 
every unitarily invariant norm. This completes the proof. ??
The formula (17) was given by Kitt_aneh [4] for the cp-norms. Immediately 
from (17) we have ZL( A) = ]I A - X ]I = Itr( A)] I]Z]j/n for every unitarily 
invariant norm. However, we have (1). This implies the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. For every unitarily invariant norm we have 
IIIII llZll* = n 
and consequently 
(18) 
The orthogonal complement of Z is spanned by 1. Therefore from (13), 
(14), and (16) we obtain the following corollary for Problem I. 
COROLLARY~. A matrix _f is a solution of Problem Z if and only if fx’ has 
the form 
_ tr( A) x = A - IIzII* G, G E dlIZII*. 
In particular, if II * (1 is the trace norm, then 
_%=A - tr(A)G, G Hermitian, positive semidefinite, llGl[l = 1. 
For the spectral norm the matrix (17) is the unique solution of Problem I. 
If A = CYZ, (Y E %Y, then x’ = 0 is the solution of Problem I for each 
unitarily invariant norm. Thus we have for every unitarily invariant norm 
(compare Problem II> 
llaz - XII 3 II~ZII, XE2. (19) 
For the spectral norm the equality holds in (19) if and only if X = 0. 
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From Theorem 2 we obtain immediately the following corollary, which 
generalizes Corollary 1 in Kittaneh [4]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A and B be arbitrary. Then for every unitarily 
invariant norm we have 
itr( A)l 
llAll> minllA--(BX-XB)II> pgll~--xll=~. 
X 
In particular, for A = al we obtain (compare (19)) 
IIaZ - (BX - XB)ll 2 II~ZII. (20) 
The inequality (20) is a generalization of the result of Halmos [2], given by 
him for operators. The result of Halmos can be formulated for matrices in the 
following way. Let ]I . II be the spectral norm. Then 
111 - (BX - XB)II a Illll. 
We stress that the inequality (20) h o s Id f or every unitarily invariant norm and 
says that the zero matrix is an approximation to CUZ by matrices of the form 
BX - XB. 
Let A and the norm II . II be such that II All II Ill* = ltr( AI. Then the zero 
matrix is an approximation to A by matrices BX - XB. If A is a Hermitian 
positive semidefinite matrix, then (( AIll = tr( A). Thus the following corollary 
is obtained immediately from Corollary 5. 
COROLLARY 6. Let A be Hermitian positive semidefinite. Then for every 
B and for the trace norm we have 
min lIA - (BX - XB)III = min IIA - XIII = IlAll~. 
X XE2 
The linear subspace Z is distinguished among all subspaces J of 
dimension n2 - 1. It is easy to verify that a linear subspace M of dimension 
72’ - 1 over ‘69’ is equal to 3 if and only if & ’ = span{ I}. We now give a 
new geometrical characterization of 2, completing the characterizations 
presented in Petz and ZemLnek [7]. For this purpose we consider the 
problem (3) for A = I. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A? be a linear subspace of W” n of dimension n2 - 1 
over g’, and let an arbitrary unitarily invariant norm II . II be such that the 
subgradient of 11 Z 11 is unique. Then A = Z if and only if 
min III - Xl1 = IlZll. 
XEH 
(21) 
Proof. If A = 2, then (21) holds for every unitarily invariant norm 
because we have (19). 
Let now the relation (21) hold, and let A ’ = span(E). Then there exists 
F such that (see Corollary 1) 
Thus span{E} = span{ F}. Moveover, the subgradient F of 11 Z )I is unique. 
Therefore F has to be equal to (l/llZll*)Z [see (1811. This completes the 
proof. ??
In Theorem 3 the uniqueness of the subgradient of II111 plays a crucial 
role. We recall that the subgradient of llZllp is unique for 1 < p < m. 
Unfortunately, this is not true for the spectral norm. Therefore, for the 
spectral norm F can be different from (l/l1 Zlli)Z. Thus it is impossible to 
characterize Z by means of the problem (21). The following example shows 
that (21) can hold for A different from Z and the spectral norm. Let 
A’= span(E) where E is nonsingular Hermitian positive definite, for 
example, E = diag(I, 2, . . . , n). Then we have Y = 1, and x’ = 0 is the 
solution of (21) [see (16)]. Therefore (21) holds although J is different from 
Z. In the next section we give a characterization of a zero-trace matrix by 
means of another approximation problem with the same unitarily invariant 
norms as in Theorem 3. 
4. PROBLEM II 
Let B be a complex matrix of order n. We have mentioned in the 
Introduction that Kittaneh [5] has proven that (2) holds for the cp-norms, 
1 < p < a, if and only if tr( B) = 0. To explain better why this does not hold 
for the spectral norm, we now give a new proof of the result of Kittaneh. 
For this purpose we use a standard technique from convex analysis (see 
Section 2). 
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The problem (2) with arbitrary complex matrix B is a particular case of 
the problem (3) with & = span{ B} and A = I. Let us consider (2) for the 
cr-norm with 1 < p < ~0. The condition (2) i.e., y(B) = llZllP, is satisfied if 
and only if there exists a matrix F such that [see (6)] 
III)l, = Re tr( FHI), llFlly = 1, 
tr(FHB) = 0, 
(22) 
(23) 
where 
l/p + l/q = 1. 
The matrix F satisfying (22) is the subgradient of I] Ill,. Let 1 < p < 30. The 
strict convexity of ]I * II p implies that the subgradient of I] . (Ip is unique. It is 
easy to verify that in this case F = n (- ‘+ ‘/P)l. Thus the condition (23) is 
equivalent to tr(B) = 0. Let p = 1. Then F = Z is the unique matrix 
satisfying (22) because Z is of full rank [see (14)]. Hence the condition (23) is 
fulfilled if and only if tr( B) = 0. In this way we have proven the result of 
Kittaneh. His result holds because the subgradient of I] Z lip, 1 < p < ~0, is 
unique. For p = 03 the situation is completely different because F satisfying 
(22) is not unique. Namely, the conditions (22) are fulfilled for every 
Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix F, IIFIIl = 1 [see (13)]. Therefore the 
condition (23) can be satisfied not only by zero-trace matrices B. 
We now deal with Problem II for arbitrary unitarily invariant norms. 
THEOREM 4. Let tr(B) = 0. Then for every complex number 2 and 
arbitrary unitarily invariant norm we have 
III + zBll 2 IIZII, (24) 
i.e., (2) holds. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it is sufficient to prove (24) for the 
Ky Fan k-norms. 
Let F = (l/ 111 Z 111 :>I. Then F E d I)( I 111 k and F E span{ B)’ , because 
tr( B) = 0. This means that z = 0 is a solution of (2) for the Ky Fan k-norms 
(1 < k < n), because the conditions formulated in Corollary 1 are satisfied 
for the problem (2). Therefore we have for every z E @ 
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Hence for every unitarily invariant norm we have by the properties of the 
unitarily invariant norms 
III + ZBII 2 IIZII. 
This completes the proof. ??
The above considerations imply that the characterization of a zero-trace 
matrix by means of the problem (2) for the norm 11 * 11 is possible if the 
subgradient of /III] is unique, because then F has to be equal to (l/]lZ]]*)Z 
[see (IS)]. The condition tr( B) = 0 is sufficient to have y(B) = ]I I]/ for every 
unitarily invariant norm [see (2>]. W e now prove that it is also necessary if ]I - II 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Let a norm (1. II satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3. 
Then tr( B) = 0 $ and only tf 
min III + zZ?ll = IlZll. 
ZES (25) 
Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 4. We now prove the 
sufficiency. The condition (25) is satisfied if and only if there exists F such 
that [see (4)] 
F E dllZlI, FE span{B}’ . 
Since the subgradient of I] I]] . 1s unique, the matrix F has to be equal to 
(l/]lZ]l*)Z because we have (18). Therefore B has zero trace because 
tr( B) = ]]Z]]* tr( F*B) = 0. 
This completes the proof. ??
The characterization, given in Theorem 5, of a zero-trace matrix is a 
generalization of the above-mentioned result of Kittaneh [5]. 
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